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Electronic structure of highly ordered films of self-assembled graphitic nanocolumns
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Highly ordered, several nanometers thick films of alkylated large planar, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
~PAH! molecules have been grown on semi-metallic molybdenum disulfide substrates. The films are charac-
terized by a two-dimensional lateral arrangement of columns standing at the surface on a macroscopic scale.
The self-assembly of such insulated columns of face-to-face disks with surface-induced vertical alignment has
been achieved directly from solution processing. Angle-resolved photoelectron spectra revealed a highly an-
isotropic quasi-one-dimensional electronic structure with an extendedp-electronic wave function. An inter-
molecular dispersion of the highest occupied band of at least 0.15 eV along the stacking direction has been
measured. A partial breakdown of the concept of quasimomentum due to the finite size of the nano-objects
perpendicular to the stacks is observed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.195414 PACS number~s!: 73.22.Dj, 61.30.Hn, 64.70.Md, 79.60.Fr
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I. INTRODUCTION

Self-assembled, nanostructured films of polycyclic a
matic hydrocarbons~PAH’s! with unique electronic1,2 and
opto-electronic3 properties can be designed by tuning t
size and shape of the aromatic core and of the attached
chains. The latter allow solution processing which, in t
framework of organic-electronics applications, has great
vantages due to low manufacturing costs and process
plicity. Control of molecular order is critical for optimizing
the performance of organic electronic devices such as
ganic field-effect transistors~OFET’s!,4 sensors,5,6 and solar
cells.3 Photovoltaic devices based on spin-coated blend
phase segregated organic crystal networks have reached
external quantum efficiencies.3 Within the individual phases
an efficient transport of charges away from the exciton d
sociation site was achieved due to stacking of the molec
in self-assembled liquid-crystalline~LC! and crystalline
structures. In the LC phase, discotic columnar structure
substituted hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronenes~HBC’s! possess
coaxially insulated, conductive pathways, with a cohere
length approaching 500 nm.7 Even in nonoptimally pro-
cessed HBC materials, the sum of all intracolumnar cha
mobilities reaches up to about 0.4 cm2 V21 s21.1,2 These
columns are true nanostructures, with a diameter of abo
nm given by the size of the aromatic HBC core which co
tains 42 carbon atoms. Their quasi-one-dimensional na
should allow the exploration of novel effects related to qu
tization in the directions perpendicular to the main colum
axis. Furthermore, in the stacking direction, these colum
have electronic properties that resemble graphite, withp mo-
lecular orbitals originating from the overlap of the atomicpz
orbitals oriented parallel to the column axis. In this rega
the HBC stacks can be seen as ‘‘quasi-one-dimensio
graphite,’’ complementary to carbon nanotubes where thp
orbitals are perpendicular to the axis.8

Alkylated HBC’s have been previously self-assemb
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from solution into highly ordered architectures on
surface.9–11 Dry monolayers of HBC-C12 ~compound 1b
shown in Fig. 1! could be physisorbed on the@0001# plane of
highly oriented pyrolitic graphite~HOPG!. The disk like
molecules were found to lie flat on the substrate surfa
assembled into supramolecular anisotropic structures
ented in preferential directions according to the threef
symmetry of the substrate.11 In contrast, for thicker films
processed from solutions with a higher molecular concen
tion, a lower degree of azimuthal order was obtained.11 Un-
der proper solution processing conditions employi
temperature/concentration gradients, it is possible to prod
thin films with near perfect alignment of columns parallel
the substrate, as is optimal for OFET performance.7

FIG. 1. Chemical structure of~a! HBC’s and~b! derivatives of
C132. ~c! Schematic illustration of typical thermotropic behavior
substituted derivatives of discotic PAH’s.~d! The geometry of the
photoelectron emission experiments.
©2003 The American Physical Society14-1
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It is also desirable to prepare films with columns perp
dicular to surfaces~homeotropic!. Such films of standing
graphitic nanocolumns might serve as field emitters utiliz
a high electric-field strength at the tip of the columns such
in carbon nanotube field-emission displays.12 In the case of
photovoltaic devices conducting columnar pathways co
connect parallel large-area transparent electrodes. The im
tance of alignment in this geometry has been made cl
where short-circuit photoconductivities of thin films of a
alkylated HBC sandwiched between two indium-tin oxi
electrodes is about five times increased in areas with g
homeotropic alignment.13 It was recently shown for a variet
of columnar phase-forming materials that this alignment is
fact thermodynamically favored, but can be achieved a
single surface~not sandwich! only after cooling sufficiently
thin films from the melt.14 Vertically stacked columns of un
substituted HBC~1a!, a few molecules in height, can also b
grown by ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! vapor deposition,15 uti-
lizing a first-formed face-on monolayer as the ground flo
Given the sometimes practically inaccessibly high tempe
tures needed for isotropization or sublimation of column
discotics, it is important to address whether substra
induced order characterized by columns oriented norma
the substrate can be achieved upon the complementary
tion processing.

In this paper, we report on the solution processing of 2–
nm-thick films of alkylated PAH molecules exhibiting ho
meotropically ordered architectures at a flat, semimeta
substrate surface and the determination of their electro
structure by photoelectron spectroscopy. Two PAH’s of d
ferent size and shape, namely, hexa~3,7-dimethyl-
octanyl!hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene, or HBC-C8,2 ~1c!,
and C132-C16,4 ~2b! ~Fig. 1! are chosen. Other derivatives o
HBC and C132 would be difficult or impossible to align ther
mally due their high isotropization temperatures (;400 °C
and .600 °C, respectively!, and may not be sublimed
cleanly due to thermally labile side chains. Although mon
layers and doublelayers of 1a and 2a have been forme
solution processing,9 thicker films are unlikely to be
achieved due to the vanishing solubility of the molecul
Both 1c and 2b studied here carry racemic-branched
chains which grant good solubility in organic solvents.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Film preparation

The synthesis of 1c was carried out as published;16 that of
2b will be published separately.17 The molecules were dis
solved in boilingp xylene, in a concentration of 0.02 g/l. Th
solutions, kept at about 70 °C~for HBC-C8,2) or 90 °C ~for
C132-C16,4), were then deposited onto freshly cleaved Mo2
@0001# substrates~JEOL, B. V. Belgium!, which were held at
the same temperatures, in order to prevent precipitation
minimize kinetic trapping of columns randomly oriente
relative to the surface during solvent evaporation, the dry
process was slowed (;10 min) by performing the process
ing in an almost saturated atmosphere of the solvent.
choosing the particular solventp xylene and suitable prepa
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ration temperatures a subtle balance between a suffic
solubility and a suitable evaporation rate of the solvent w
attained.

As-prepared samples were introduced to the UHV sys
of the spectrometer and annealed at temperatures betw
90 °C and 140 °C, over successive 10-min intervals, e
followed by spectroscopic characterization as described
low. For each heating period, the temperature was increa
by 10 °C in order to detect possible phase transitions and
temperatures at which they occur. In the thin films of 1c
distinct irreversible change in the spectra occurred betw
80 °C and 90 °C. That is, upon cooling to room temperatu
the spectral features did not revert to those of the as-prep
film. For 2b, annealing at about 130 °C made an even m
significant change in terms of the intensity of the releva
features.

As a reference system for the alkylated PAH’s, high
ordered films of HBC~1a! molecules, similar to films al-
ready characterized,18 were prepared by vapor deposition
UHV onto similar MoS2 @0001# substrates.

B. Spectroscopy and microscopy

Angle-resolved ultraviolet photoelectron spectrosco
~ARUPS! was carried out using polarized synchrotron rad
tion from the MAX-II storage ring of the MAX Laboratory
for Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Lund, Sweden. Spec
were taken with the angle-resolving photoelectron spec
meter at the beam line I411, using 60-eV photons. The ba
ground pressure in the end station was lower than
310210 mbars. A detailed description of the beam line I4
and its end station is given elsewhere.19 The experimental
geometry is sketched in Fig. 1~c!. The electron energy ana
lyzer and the sample are rotatable around the axis of
incident light, which limits the available photoelectron em
sion angleu to the range between 15 deg and 90 deg. T
angle between the electric-field vector of the incident lig
and the sample surface normal is fixed to 15 deg. An ang
resolution of about 5 deg and an energy resolution of ab
100 meV was employed. The spatial resolution was on
order of 1 mm2. The spectra are normalized to the incomi
photon flux. They are plotted on a binding-energy scale re
tive to the Fermi level (EF) of the spectrometer, as dete
mined from a sputtered and annealed gold substrate prio
the measurements for a set of polar photoelectron emis
anglesu, as defined with respect to the substrate surf
normal. No radiation damage of the samples was obser
since the shape and energy of valence-band spectral fea
were unchanged even after a few hours of irradiation.

The work function of similarly prepared films was me
sured from the cutoff of the secondary electrons20 in HeI
spectra employing a home-built photoelectron spectrome
For the determination of the ionization potential~IP!, the
work function was added to the onset of the spectral wei
at low binding energies as measured with respect toEF . In
order to determine the nominal film thickness from the su
pression of the substrate core-level lines, measured by x
photoelectron spectroscopy, molybdenum disulfide was c
sen as substrate instead of HOPG that has been employ
4-2
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF HIGHLY ORDERED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 195414 ~2003!
previous works.9,11 The nominal thickness of the 1c and 2
films was estimated to be between 362 and 662 nm by
applying tabulated values for the inelastic mean free p
obtained for materials containing aromatic rings.21

The morphology of 1c pristine films is studied in air b
tapping-mode scanning force microscopy~TM-SFM! in a
Nanoscope IIIa system~Digital Instruments, Santa Barbar
CA!. Both the height and the phase signal have been
corded with a scan rate of 0.2 lines/s and a lateral resolu
of 512 pixels. Surface profiles were quantified using
NANOSCOPEsoftware. Noncontact ‘‘golden’’ silicon cantile
vers~NT-MDT, Russia! with a tip height of 10–20mm and a
typical curvature radius of less than 10 nm were used.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. HBC-C8,2

Figure 2 displays a TM-SFM image of an annealed
film. The film is flat within 1–2 nm, over severalmm2 large
areas. This is different from 1b films produced by fast so
tion processing on HOPG@0001# ~Ref. 11! which are not
ordered on a macroscopic scale. Since the nominal thick
is 3 to 6 nm~between 10 and 20 layers!, we conclude that the
substrate is completely covered. Very small grains can
recognized on the top of the film probably resulting from fa
solvent evaporation in the final stage of film preparation.

Figure 3~a! shows valence-band photoelectron spectra
corded on as-prepared~dotted line! and annealed~full
circles, full line! 1c films. The latter were kept at 140 °
during the time of the measurements~subsequent spectr
measured at room temperature are identical!. Figure 3~b!
shows parts of the spectra on an expanded scale. Featu
binding energies up to 4 eV are predominantly due
p-electronic states. They appear at small angles with a
markably high intensity up tou'35–40 deg, above which
they decrease with increasingu. Films produced with non-
optimal processing gave spectral features of significantly
minished intensity, and no angular dependence. Individ
features at low binding energy are recognizable at 1.15~IP
55.5 eV, labeledA), 1.70 ~labeledC), 2.55 ~labeledD),
3.65 and 4.10 eV, and as a shoulder at 1.40 eV~labeledB).
FeaturesA, B, andC, which contribute to a broader feature
the spectra of 1b monolayer films,9 correspond to the thre

FIG. 2. Topographical TM-SFM image of an anneal
multilayer 1c film.
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least-bound states in HBC.22 A high density of states leading
to the relatively broad and intense featureD centered at 2.55
eV is very similar to the one observed for graphite and c
bon nanotubes,8 where it corresponds to states at the M po
of the hexagonal Brillouin zone of the graphene lattice.23,24

As for other aromatic systems, including graphite,8,23,25 fea-
tures in the binding-energy region between 4 and 8 eV c
respond to a mixture of states ofp ands symmetry,18 which
also appear at higher emission angles.

Figure 4 shows the angular distribution of the photoel
tron intensity ~peak height! of distinct features of the 1c
films, namely, peakA, which is derived from the highes
occupied molecular orbital~HOMO!, and of peak D. The
intensity ofA is high in a narrow angle range, between abo
15 deg,u ,35 deg, whereasD is intense in a wider range
from belowu515 deg to high angles with decreasing inte
sities in the tail. The pronounced angular dependence of
photoelectron intensity in both cases indicates a high deg

FIG. 3. ARUPS spectra of annealed~full line, circles! and as-
prepared~dotted line! HBC-C8,2 ~1c! films in a wider~a! and nar-
rower ~b! energy range. Additionally, the shift of peaksA and D
with the polar photoelectron emission angleu in the annealed films
is indicated by a thick full line. Peaks in the spectra of the
prepared films do not disperse. Uppermost spectrum in~b!: that of
the annealed film atu570 deg magnified by a factor of 10.

FIG. 4. Angular distribution of the photoelectron intensity of~a!
peaksA andB* and ~b! peaksD andD* .
4-3
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of molecular order in the surface region of the films.26,27

Differences between the pattern forA andD indicate an or-
bital dependence of the emission. For another type of d
like aromatic molecules, phthalocyanines, photoelectr
from p orbitals are emitted essentially in a cone symmetri
around the normal of the molecular plane, with the high
intensity at angles other than zero.28 Its exact shape depend
on the particular orbital, the photon energy, and the direc
of the electric-field vector with respect to the orientation
the molecule.29 For the flat PAHs, the emission pattern
expected to be related to the graphene-derived nature an
finite size of the molecules, as proposed further below.

The photoelectron emission pattern in Fig. 3~a! resembles
that of ;20-nm-thick highly ordered films of 1a molecule
sublimed on MoS2 substrates, as displayed in Fig. 5. Su
relatively thick HBC films consist of tightly packed, atom
cally flat domains with a diameter between 100 and 7
nm.18 On single islands, monomolecular steps with heig
of 3.3–3.6 Å have been observed, in good agreement18 with
the interplanar distance~3.42 Å! between molecules in a
HBC single crystal.30 The HBC molecules most likely form
supramolecular columns with the axis oriented normal to
substrate surface such as in HBC films on Cu@111# and Au
@111# surfaces.15 The similarity in the photoelectron angula
pattern between the HBC~1a! and the solution processe
HBC-C8,2 ~1c! films suggests therefore amolecular orienta-
tion parallel to the substratefor both the as-prepared an
heated 1c films.31

The polar angular dependence of the photoelectron e
sion can now be discussed in more detail. The momentum
the photoelectron corresponds to the initial-state wave ve
of the electron inside the solid.32 The in-plane componentskx
andky are preserved, and can be derived from the polaru,
and azimuthal,f, electron emission angles. For layered s
tems, kx and ky have a meaning in terms of the two
dimensional band structure of the individual layers. For la
ered films of HBC molecules, on the macroscopic sc
probed by the photon beam, all the individual molecules
not have the same single in-plane orientation. This is beca
of the rotational degree of freedom around thez axis,9 de-

FIG. 5. ARUPS spectra of ordered HBC~1a! films prepared by
vapor deposition on a MoS2 @0001# surface, as a function of the
polar photoelectron emission angleu.
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fined as normal to the substrate surface. Therefore it is
sonable to plot, and to discuss, the spectra in terms o
in-plane wave numberki5(kx

21ky
2)1/2}sin(u). For photo-

electrons with a kinetic energy of about 54 eV, photoioniz
by 60-eV photons, the angleu'25.4 deg corresponds to
wave number of the escaping electron similar to that of
size of the Brillouin zone of graphene which is abo
1.63 Å21. The observation of emission at higher angles c
not be attributed to the angular resolution of the spectrom
alone~5 deg!, but additionally suggests initial-state smeari
of kx andky , and therebyki , by aboutDk;0.55 Å21 ~i.e.,
Du'10 deg!, due to the restriction of the electronic wav
function over the finite size of the molecular core~about 11
Å!. That is,kx and ky of the individual electronic states d
not correspond exactly to those expected for a wave func
in an infinitely extended graphene lattice. This phenomen
is discussed in detail for films ofp-sexiphenyl molecules,33 a
system which represents a one-dimensional counterpar
the quasi-two-dimensional electronic system of the na
graphenes. In this regard, the electron emission pattern
flects the graphenelike nature as well as the finite size of
molecules and their supramolecular nanostructures.

Figure 3~b! shows a close-up of the low-binding-energ
regions of the HBC-C8,2 spectra of Fig. 3~a!. Subtle but im-
portant differences in the electronic structure of the two s
tems are revealed. Only for films after heating to 80–90 °
a clear shift of all peaks towards lower binding energy w
increasingu is observed. Since in both films molecular cor
are oriented flat with respect to the substrate surface nor
this shift is not related to an in-plane ‘‘quasidispersio
which is reflected in a observable different angular emiss
pattern for the featuresA andD ~Fig. 4!. Rather, the shift in
the annealed films is attributed to a dispersion of electro
states along columns of HBC-C8,2 molecules, that is, with
respect to the wave vectork'5kz . This band formation is
related to acolumnar arrangement with the axis perpendic
lar to the substrate surface and a significant intermolecu
p-p overlap. Note that the observation of peak shifts t
wards higher binding energies withu in the spectra of 1a
films might indicate a band dispersion as well. Such a c
clusion, however, is not straightforward since the cor
sponding ordered reference system~without an intermolecu-
lar band dispersion! does not exist.

Thek' component of the photoelectron momentum is n
preserved when passing through the film-vacuum interfac32

For this reason it is unclear whether or not in the annea
films the dispersion within one of the higher Brillouin zon
is complete in the spectrum between angles ofu515 deg and
70 deg. However, for the least bound states, derived from
HOMO, a peak shift of about 0.1560.05 eV is observed
This might serve as a lower estimate of the HOMO ele
tronic one-particle bandwidthW. Since the shape of the pea
does not essentially change withu, the observed dispersio
might even correspond to that of each single vibrational s
state. A value ofW of about 0.1–0.2 eV is of the same ord
of magnitude as those observed for the only other, to our b
knowledge, single-component organic systems, nam
bis~1,2,5-thiadiazolo!-p-quinobis~1,3-dithiole!,34 where dis-
persing bands could be observed in the bulk of the solid. T
4-4
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observed value is, however, substantially smaller than tha
graphite which is about 1 eV.24 For thin annealed films of 1c
the observed intermolecular band dispersion indicates, fi
that columnar stacks are indeed formed on a macrosc
scale and, second, that within these columnsthe electronic
wave function is highly extended in the stacking directi.
Clearly, highly oriented quasi-one-dimensional stacks
molecules represent one of the best systems for basic stu
of the formation of extended electronic states in molecu
solids. A large electronic intermolecularp-p overlap of up
to 1 eV was predicted to occur for discotic liquid crystals
substituted triphenylene35 and HBC,36 which is thought to be
responsible for the anisotropic, high mobilities1,2 observed
for a number of discotic mesogenes of aromatic hydroc
bons. At finite temperatures, W is significantly reduced d
to geometric fluctuations, which involve intramolecular
well as rotational and translational degrees of freedom of
individual molecules.35

The phase behavior within these ultrathin films is dram
cally different from that observed in the bulk. Below i
isotropization temperature (;400 °C) 1c undergoes a sing
reversible thermal transition at;80 °C.16 In the bulk, the
disk planes are tilted by 40–50 deg relative to the colum
axes below this temperature,37 and perpendicular to the co
lumnar axis above, as depicted in Fig. 1~a!. It is a common
feature of p systems stacked in a face-to-face manner
maintain a lateral offset to optimize orbital interaction
which is accomplished by tilting.38 In the crystal structure o
HBC, this center-to-center lateral offset corresponds
nearly 40% of the molecular cross section.30

It is remarkable that not only homeotropically aligne
films could be produced here by simple solution process
but also that the tilting of the disks within the columns
suppressed. Thick films~microns! can be homeotropically
aligned between glass slides starting from the melt,14 but
random nucleation of the low-temperature phase occurs
further cooling, producing a polycrystalline sample. In t
solution processed films here, it is likely that a tightly pack
face-on monolayer is first formed, typically exploited f
scanning tunneling microscopy measurements of HBC’s
solution-solid interfaces. This layer serves to nucleate ve
cal growth of columns, corresponding to the melt process
homeotropic growth. A similar growth process from the g
phase was proposed in UHV deposited films of HBC~1a!.15

The irreversible spectral changes observed here are prob
not due to a phase transition similar to that observed in
bulk because the disks remain parallel to the surface a
temperatures, but instead to an increased perfection of
columns. In the as-prepared films, the disks may instead
regularly offset relative to the column axis, as was also p
posed for the above-mentioned UHV deposited films.

B. C132-C16,4

The strongp-p interaction between individual molecula
systems within stacks is one of the major forces that gove
the formation of columnar structures. Molecules with an e
tended aromatic core, such as 2b, can be expected to ex
a strong tendency for columnar packing. Figure 6 displ
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the angle-dependent valence-band spectra of C132-C16,4 films.
It is intriguing that even the spectra of films of such lar
molecules, bearing 66 occupiedp-electronic levels, are
structured. It exhibits peaks at 0.60~labeledA* ) and 1.30 eV
~labeledB* ), a shoulder at about 1.80 eV~labeledC* ), a
relatively broad and intense feature centered at 2.60 eV~la-
beledD* ), as well as peaks at about 3.8 and 5.1 eV. For t
larger molecule more dramatic changes occur upon hea
above 120–130 °C, than were observed for 1c. For
heated films, kept at 140 °C, the angular dependence of
spectra resembles that of the smaller 1c. As shown in
4~a! featureB* disappears foru higher than 30 deg, again
indicating an orientation of the individual molecules paral
to the substrate surface, in the form of a one-dimensio
stacking. As for the 1c films, the angular dependence ofB*
is different and more pronounced than that of the domin
peakD* shown in Fig. 4~b!, which contains a larger densit
of p levels. For the as-prepared films of 2b, on the oth
hand, the spectra in Fig. 6 show a less-pronounced ang
dependence and lowerp intensity, suggesting a lack of one
dimensional arrangement in stacks normal to the subst
surface. Likewise, no thermal transition could be detected
the bulk material by differential scanning calorimetry.17

Wide-angle x-ray-scattering spectra obtained from orien
fibers reveal an increase in intracolumnar order upon ann
ing above 100 °C;17 the reflex corresponding to the disk-dis
stacking distance (;3.5 Å) sharpens and increases in re
tive intensity.

The electronic structure of the C132-C16,4 columnar stacks
can be rationalized as follows: The broadening in the
plane wave number, ofDki;0.3 Å21, is about 1/6 of the
size of the graphene Brillouin zone. As expected, for a m
ecule with about double the diameter of HBC, the smear
of the in-plane quasimomentumki is less pronounced. Com
pared to HBC, this leads to a decrease of about 10 deg o
angles at which strongp-electron emission is observed. A
for the HBC derivative, the individual spectral features d

FIG. 6. ARUPS spectra of the C132-C16,4 ~2b! films before~dot-
ted line! and after heating~full line, circles! of the solution pro-
cessed films in a wider~a! and narrower~b! energy range. Addition-
ally, the shift of peakB* with u in the annealed films is indicate
by a thick full line. Uppermost spectra in~b!: those atu580 deg
magnified by a factor of 10.
4-5
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perse withu ~and thusk'). Interestingly, the energy positio
of peak B* turns back towards lower binding energy at
angleu517.5 deg which might be related to the fact that t
end of a Brillouin zone~not necessarily the first one! is
reached. The energy shift ofB* between 17.5 deg and 7
deg amounts to about 0.2260.05 eV, which suggests
bandwidthW of this magnitude. However, due to the hig
number of electronicp levels involved, this interpretation i
not unambiguous. As expected, the IP of the films of
larger molecule 2b~4.8 eV! is smaller than that of the 1
films ~5.5 eV!. In both cases, the IP changes only margina
upon heating.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the investigated substituted PAH’s a
prone to self-assemble in ordered supramolecular arch
tures at surfaces. Solution processed nanometer thick fi
on solid substrates exhibit columnar order on a macrosc
scale which is improved upon heating to moderate temp
tures. Supramolecular organization is considered to be dr
by a strongp-p interaction between the aromatic cores.
multilayer films, the growth of the PAH’s into columnar a
rangements on the MoS2 @0001# surface is likely to be sub
strate induced, initiated by the flat orientation of the m
ecules in the first layers. Unlike for thicker films, th
columnar axis remains normal to the substrate throughou
multilayer. A broader view of homeotropic columnar grow
is now available, where proper conditions allow growth fro
a ground floor, most likely a face-on monolayer of dis
formed either in the melt, by UHV deposition, or now b
solution processing. These molecular films exhibit intere
ing, highly anisotropic electronic properties. The interm
lecular HOMO p-band dispersion in columnar HBC-C8,2
films could be measured to be at least 0.1560.05 eV. The
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individual p states are extended and form bands along
stacks, while there is quantization of the electronic state
the directions perpendicular to the axis. The observation
an initial-state smearing ofki suggests that the componen
of the in-plane quasimomentumkx and ky of the individual
electronic states do not correspond exactly to those
would expect for a wave function in an infinitely extende
graphene lattice. In this respect, these columns only parti
constitute ‘‘one-dimensional graphite.’’ Considering the
high charge mobilities and the possibility of processing fro
solution these highly ordered, nanostructured films may c
tainly be expected to be of importance for future organ
electronic applications.
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